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Nintendo, at a press event in New York this morning, revealed the final details for the launch of the holiday of its next game console, the Wii. On November 19, it will be released for $249. This price, already undermining Microsoft's $399 Xbox 360 and sony's $599 PlayStation 3 (due November 17), is even more
important given the Wii will come with Wii Sports, a game featuring baseball, tennis, boxing, golf and bowling. It has also been revealed that there will be about 15 games available at the start, ranging from the latest in the legend of the zelda franchise to shoot-em-up Red Steel. There should be a total of 30 games by the
end of the year. Nintendo President of America Reggie Fils-Ame emphasized the basic approach the company is taking with the Wii, bringing the games back to the masses. The unique motion sensor controller provides simple and exciting games that beginners and hardcore gamers can enjoy. The virtual console will
provide download classics for expired gamers to relive their youth, for as little as $5 to $10. And the relatively low price of the system makes the Wii an easy investment. Following the success of The Nintendo DS portable, the company continues to push the design as an integral part. All apple-esque white. And
everything is smooth and streamlined. The controller, known as the Wii-mote, resembles a small remote control. The attachment to the Wii-mote for the other side, known as Nunchaku, has an ergonomic design that fits smugly in the palm of your hand. Wii itself exudes minimalism. A simple white box about the size of a
DVD case is two inches wide. For all the functionality of the Wii, including an internet connection to download and play games or a simple menu that simulates TV channels such as games, weather, news, stores, the Internet, photos and messages, the real power of the system is obvious when you actually play with it.
You shake your hand to swing a tennis racket or baseball bat. You hold the Wii-mote horizontally for a temporary steering wheel, or you target it like a gun to shoot at enemies. It immerses the player in a way few games have ever before. And with Nunchaku in the other hand, you can have a sword and a shield. Details
at the press event, and hours of game time afterward, show that Nintendo is ready for the upcoming holiday war. The low price of the Wii, with its unique functionality, should hold its own against the Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3. I was surprised that Nintendo planned their launch so close to Sony, but with the PlayStation
3 at $599 the price more than doubled the Wii, and the lack of PS3s, it looks like Nintendo's core strategy could win the race this shopping season. Have you ever wanted to play Wii and GameCube games on your computer? Just like your favorite retro system, there's an emulator that can do the job, and it's called
Dolphin. RELATED: How Your favorite NES, SNES, and other retro games on your computer with the Open Source Dolphin Wii emulator and GameCube emulator that supports most games for both consoles. Dolphin can run its collection of Wii and GameCube games very well at 1080p on most new PCs, and even older
systems can still crank out playable speeds in the standard definition of 480p (which is GameCube's home resolution). Installing Dolphin is easy and you can even rip your own games off the Wii if you're willing to homegrown it. Why is a dolphin better than a Wii Why do it if you already have a Wii? Let me count the
ways: If you have good hardware, you can crank up the graphics settings on older games. In fact, even games for GameCube, which had a maximum of 480p and stuck on 3:4 ratio sides, upscale very well for full widescreen HD or even 4K. there are hacks that allow the games to run at 60 frames per second. There are
also many community made textures and shadow packs that improve the look of the game substantially. All your games will be in one place and loaded very quickly. This can also be done by installing a USB Loader GX on the Wii, which is actually required in any way to legally get your game discs to play on the Dolphin,
but it is still an advantage over a regular Wii. You can use Wii Remotes with dolphins, along with any other gamepad, including Xbox 360 and One Controllers. You can also use the GameCube controller, but you'll have to buy a usb adapter. It's compatible with Windows and macOS, with the old release available on
Linux. Dolphin is not without problems; There are still games that don't emulate properly and bugs or glitches, but there's excellent community support in their forums, and new releases come out every few weeks that include bug fixes. Dolphin is open source and available on their download page. The latest is the official
version 5.0, and it's pretty stable on most PCs with discrete graphics cards (some integrated graphics can run it, but you'll have to try it to see). All versions support the vast majority of Wii and GameCube games, although the new versions fix a lot of bugs in older versions and work better on current hardware. How to get
GameCube and Wii games legally RELATED: Is downloading retro video game ROMs ever legal? Emulators are commonly used for pirate games, but they can be used without downloading ROM, too, and in the case of Dolphin, you can rip your own games onto your computer using the Wii. This process is a little more
complicated and involves installing a Homebrew channel on the Wii. It's worth doing anyway, as it lets you turn your old console into a DVD player, run emulators, and set games on Disk. In the case of emulation, homegrown allows you to install the game on a hard drive, which can then be connected to a computer that
will be used with a dolphin. To go down this path, the way Your Wii, and install a USB Loader GX. These can be lengthy processes, or may vary depending on which system version you have. After that, you can use usb Loader GX to rip your game drives onto an external hard drive. Each game can take up to an hour to
rip, and can be between 1GB and 5GB, although two-layer drives like Super Smash Bros: Brawl can be 8GB in size. Even so far, a 1TB external drive can store more than 300 games. It's worth noting that some DVD discs can actually rip Wii and GameCube games without the need for a Wii, although this applies only to
a few specific discs. Getting the best performance out of The Dolphin as an emulator running a Dolphin on a PC will give you a performance hit compared to the original GameCube and Wii hardware. But the good news is that these consoles are now so old and the new computer hardware is so powerful that games can
usually be launched at full speed without problems. If you use an older or cheaper computer, you can only play games at their original 480p resolution, but gaming PCs should be able to make GameCube and Wii games at 60 frames per second at 1080p, or even 4K, and they look fantastic. Before you start playing, you'll
want to press the Graphics button in the main menu. There are four tabs here full of options: Common: here's where you choose the adapter (graphic map), your basic resolution and relationship aspects (use everything that's default for your monitor), and a few other settings. The Aspect ratio is especially important: most
GameCube games are default to 4:3 (for square TVs), but some Wii games can be displayed in their native language on a widescreen 16:9. You may have to switch between them for the best results. Turn on the option to use fullscreen to show games like TV, and disable V-Sync if you see a slowdown. Improvements:
This tab allows you to add some interesting extra effects if your computer is powerful enough. If you don't have a discrete graphics card on your computer, you want to set up an internal auto or native permission. If you have a more powerful graphics card, you can try 2x or even 4x for clearer, clearer graphics. Antialiasing and anisotropic filtration will help with jaggies, visible edges of 3D models, and levels at which they will affect graphics performance to go up as variables increase. Click the fog button if you're having trouble watching objects in the game over long distances. Sterescopy is only for 3D-monitor users. Hacks: This
tab is mainly to customize performance-based settings for individual games. You will use it if you have Games have a problem - Dolphin Wiki can instruct you on the necessary settings. Most games won't need them. Advanced: This tab has several options for extended use. Options crop and Borderless fullscreen,
perhaps the only, the only, will want to try, but show stats is useful if you want to benchmark your system or diagnose problems. Once you've figured out the right settings for your game, it's time to play. Connecting the controller One of the advantages of Dolphin is that you can play with any controller you like, including
controllers with other consoles and third-party gamepads. If you don't have a controller, you can use the keyboard and mouse, which is good for GameCube games, but not so good for Wii games. If you have a Wii controller, you can connect it via Bluetooth. The same goes for Xbox One controllers. GameCube
controllers require a USB adapter like this one, and Microsoft's Xbox 360 controller can connect via USB or wireless adapter. If you have other Xinput controllers, you can use them too After connecting the controller, open Dolphin's Controllers panel. You can see here which controllers are connected. If you want to
connect a real Wii controller, select The Real Wiimote, hold 1 and 2 on the controller, and tap Refresh under the Real Wiimotes until you see the controller. You can connect up to 4 wii remotes for the dolphin. You can also edit the controls very easily. Click on one of the buttons in the menu and click on the controller you
want to use. Once you're done, you're ready to start playing! Play! can the wii mini play gamecube games. does the wii mini play gamecube games. can you play gamecube games on wii mini
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